Comparative Analysis on Influencing Factors of Alignment Monitoring Between Continuous Rigid-frame Bridge and Continuous Girder Bridge
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, finite-element models are created for a continuous rigid-frame (CRF) system and a continuous girder (CG) system with the same superstructure. Next, two indices were selected to measure the difficulty of alignment monitoring, namely, the cumulative displacement in cantilevering and the difference between the two sides of the closure gap (the cross-gap difference) in cumulative displacement. After that, the two models were utilized to analyze how design parameters, pre-tensioning sequence and closure sequence affect the alignment monitoring difficulty of the two types of bridges. The analysis shows that the CRF bridge was less affected by prestress force and closure sequence than the CG bridge. This means the pre-tensioning sequence has greater impacts on the cumulative displacement of the CRF bridge than the CG bridge. The reasons for the impacts were further analyzed, and the closure sequence was rationalized. The research findings shed important new light on the alignment monitoring of CRF bridges.

1. INTRODUCTION

The continuous rigid-frame (CRF) bridge [1, 2] can be casted segmentally using cantilevers, offering a desirable way to span long distances. To cross a wide valley or river, it is necessary to build a multi-span CRF bridge through a complex cantilevering process [3]. The key to the construction of the multi-span CRF bridge lies in the closure segment. In the closure phase [4], the construction sequences mainly include the closure sequence and the pre-tensioning sequence [5, 6]. The former directly affects the girder alignment and stress of the bridge after closure. Together, the two sequences determine the cumulative displacement and internal force of the finished bridge. Therefore, the alignment of the CRF bridge should be monitored to keep the girders aligned in cantilevering [7, 8]. In addition, the bridge must be properly precambered to offset the displacement in that phase [9, 10].

Most existing studies on bridge monitoring focus on the long term [11, 12]. Only a few scholars have discussed the deformation monitoring in the construction process [13, 14]. There is almost no report that compares the alignment monitoring between the CRF bridge and the CG bridge. On the deformation monitoring of bridge construction, the research focus lies in the effects of structural dead weight, prestress, creep and other parameters on girder deformation, rather than the influence of closure process on girder deformation. In fact, the closure process directly affects the structural system under subsequent loads like dead weight and prestress force. These loads cause different degrees of displacement to such systems as cantilever and the CG.

To sum up, many scholars have explored the influence of closure sequence on the deformation and internal force of bridges built using cantilevers. However, most of them only dealt with CG bridge, failing to take account of CRF bridge. To make up for this gap, this paper attempts to compare the factors affecting the alignment monitoring of CG bridge and CRF bridge. Firstly, two indices were selected to measure the difficulty of alignment monitoring, namely, the cumulative displacement in cantilevering and the difference between the two sides of the closure gap (hereinafter referred to as the cross-gap difference) in cumulative displacement. In this way, the research problem is converted to disclosing the effects of the two construction sequences (closure sequence and pre-tensioning sequence) on the CRF and CG systems. Next, a four-span CRF bridge was selected to analyze how construction sequences affect CRF bridge. From left to right, the four spans are respectively 65 m, 112 m, 112 m and 65 m in length. Finally, the author contrasted CRF bridge with CG bridge, and explored the impacts of construction sequences on the alignment of each type of bridge.

2. PROJECT OVERVIEW

According to the construction sequences, the four-span CRF bridge (Figure 1) can be divided into 95 girder segments in 19 categories. The pier segments in each category was assigned a number.

Category 0# has three 11m-long girder segments, each of which corresponds to the top of a rigid-frame pier. From Categories 1#–5#, each category has six 3m-long girder segments. From Categories 6#–8#, each category has six 3.5m-long girder segments. From Categories 9#–14#, each category has six 4m-long girder segments. Category 15# has two 3.0m long girder segments, which are super large girder segments built through asymmetric cantilevering over the two side spans. For categories 16 and 16’, each category has two 2m-long closure girder segments. Category 17# has two 5.8m-long cast-in-situ girder segments over the two side spans.
The girder segments of Category 1 are the heaviest segments built with the movable suspended scaffolding system. Each segment is about 180t in weight. Over the side spans, the largest girder segments belong to Category 15. Over the midspans, the largest girder segments belong to Category 14.

The bridge was constructed through cantilevering using a movable suspended scaffolding system. Since a side pier is taller than the other side pier, the closure sequence was designed as: cantilevering to the girder segments of Category 14 → midspan closure → cantilevering to the girder segments of Category 15 → side span closure.

### 3. FINITE-ELEMENT MODELS

The four-span CRF bridge was modelled on Doctor Bridge software. According to the design drawing, a finite-element model (Figure 2(a)) was established to reflect the construction load on the entire bridge. Firstly, the bridge was subjected to forward analysis, revealing the deformations states of the main girder in different phases. Next, 168 nodes (grid points) were identified based on the girder segments of cantilevering, pivot points, midspans, etc. Thus, the bridge was meshed into a total of 167 grids.

To disclose the effects of pre-tensioning sequence on CRF bridge and CG bridge, a CG bridge model [15] was set up with the same structural dimensions, prestressed steel cables and construction procedures as the superstructure of the four-span CRF bridge. As shown in Figure 2(b), the CG bridge model include 131 nodes and 130 grids.

![Figure 2. Finite-element models](image)

### 4. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

During the alignment monitoring in the cantilevering phase, the cumulative displacement of the finished bridge and the pre-camber in the construction process could be affected by many design parameters, namely, elastic modulus of materials, bulk density of materials, shrinkage and creep of concrete and the prestress force. The changes of these parameters lead to deviation between actual and theoretical deformations of the bridge, affecting the pre-camber setting.

In this paper, each design parameter is increased and reduced by 10% to evaluate how much the parameter affects the alignment monitoring. For the lack of space, the author only analyzed the parameters with 10% float. Next, the sensitivities of the CRF system and the CG system to the variation in each design parameter were analyzed under the construction sequences in the original design, aiming to disclose how much each design parameter affects the two types of bridges. The results of parameter sensitivity analysis are presented in Figure 3 below.

![Figure 3. Effects of design parameters on cumulative displacement](image)
As shown in Figure 3, each design parameter affects the cumulative distance of the CRF bridge and that of the CG bridge in different manners. In the CRF system, the cumulative displacement [16] of the girder generally moved upward with the growth in prestress force. The maximum displacement of the girder suffered from the greatest impact. On the contrary, the cumulative displacement of the girder generally moved downward with the increase of bulk density. The minimum displacement of the girder suffered from the greatest impact. The following can be derived by comparing the situation under the original parameters and that under the adjusted parameters: Despite the parameter adjustment, the cumulative displacement of the CRF bridge follows the original change trend relative to the girder end distance, and changes roughly by the same magnitude (10 %) as the design parameters; the cross-gap difference in cumulative displacement of the CRF bridge is mainly attributable to the self-weight of unbalanced girder segment [17]. In the CG system, the cumulative displacement of the midspans moved upward, while that of the cantilever end of the side spans moved downward, with the increase in the prestress force. This is because the midspans were closed earlier than the side spans. The effects of the other parameters on the CG system were basically the same with those on the CRF system.

5. EFFECTS OF PRE-TENSIONING SEQUENCE ON CUMULATIVE DISPLACEMENT

The pre-tensioning sequence of the closure segment is critical to the construction of the CRF bridge. This section mainly explores the effects of pre-tensioning sequence on the cumulative displacement of the CRF bridge. In the original pre-tensioning plan, the steel cables of the midspans are pre-tensioned after midspan closure. Without changing the deployment of the steel cables, a new pre-tensioning plan was prepared to pre-tension only 50% of the steel cables of the midspans after midspan closure. Then, the cumulative displacement of the CRF bridge of the new plan was compared with that of the original plan (Figure 4).

This section also aims to compare the influence of pre-tensioning sequence on CRF bridge and that on CG bridge. For this purpose, a CG bridge model was created with the same structural dimensions, prestressed steel cables and construction procedures as the superstructure of the four-span CRF bridge. The CG bridge model was also separately pre-tensioned according to the original plan (pre-tensioning all steel cables of the midspans after midspan closure) and the new plan (pre-tensioning 50 % of the steel cables of the midspans after midspan closure). The cumulative displacement of the CG bridge of the new plan was compared with that of the original plan (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Effects of pre-tensioning plans on cumulative displacement of the CG bridge](image)

(a)Bending deformation of the girder

(b)Bending deformation of piers and girder induced by axial force

![Figure 6. The deformations induced by the pre-tensioning at the closure segment of the midspans](image)

The following phenomena can be observed from Figures 4 and 5.

1. The change of pre-tensioning plan had a slight impact on the CRF bridge. The downward displacements of the side spans increased from -6.05 cm in the original plan to -6.76 cm in the new plan, and the upward displacements of the midspans underwent extremely small changes.

2. The change of pre-tensioning plan had a relatively great impact on the CG bridge. The downward displacements of the side spans reduced from -13.4 cm in the original plan to -8.84 cm in the new plan; the upward displacements of the midspans decreased from 4.36 cm in the original plan to 2.09 cm in the new plan. Compared with the original plan, the new plan had a low cumulative displacement of the girder structure, and a small cross-gap difference in cumulative displacement. During construction, the cross-gap difference in pre-camber under the new plan was smaller than that under the original plan. Therefore, it is easier to monitor the bridge alignment under the new plan than under the original plan.

3. The cumulative displacement of the CRF bridge was compared with that of the CG bridge. The comparison shows that the change of pre-tensioning plan only affected the bending moment of the CG bridge, but influenced both the bending moment and shortened the axial length of the girder of the CRF bridge. The reduced axial girder length caused bending deformation of the rigid frame piers. Figure 6 shows the deformations of the CRF bridge and the CG bridge induced by the pre-tensioning at the closure segment of the midspans.

The CG bridge only suffered from the bending deformation of the girder in Figure 5(a). That is why the cumulative
displacement of the CG bridge changed greatly after the replacement of pre-tensioning plan. By contrast, the CRF bridge was faced with both deformations in Figure 5. Under the two deformations, the displacements were similar in magnitude yet opposite in direction. As a result, the cumulative displacement of the CRF bridge changed slightly after the change of pre-tensioning plan.

6. EFFECTS OF CLOSURE SEQUENCE ON CUMULATIVE DISPLACEMENT

Currently, there are two closure sequences for four-span CRF bridges: closing the side spans first (Plan 1) and closing the midspans first (Plan 2). The latter is adopted in the original design plan of the four-span CRF bridge in our study. To reveal the effects of closure sequence on bridge structure, both plans were applied to the CRF bridge model and the CG bridge model with the same superstructure. All the steel cables in a closure segment were all pre-tensioned once that segment was closed. The following can be derived from the results in Figure 7.

(1) The CRF bridge remained largely unchanged in the trend and mean value of deformation, despite the change of closure plan. Thus, the change of closure sequence has limited impacts on CRF bridges.

(2) For the CG bridge, the cumulative displacement and cross-gap difference in cumulative displacement (peak value: 13.95 cm) were relatively large in Plan 2. Hence, it is difficult to monitor the alignment when the midspans are closed first. Under Plan 1, the cumulative displacement and cross-gap difference in cumulative displacement (peak value: 1.3 cm) were both small. Therefore, the change of closure sequence has great impacts on CG bridges. If conditions permit, closing the side spans first can greatly facilitate the pre-camber setting and alignment monitoring of CG bridges.

(3) For the CG bridge, all steel cables of the midspans were pre-tensioned after midspan closure under Plan 2. During the pre-tensioning, the structure is a simply-support girder with two cantilevers. In this case, the side span cross-gap difference in cumulative displacement is mainly caused by the bending deformation under the prestress force. Therefore, if the midspans are closed first for the CG system, only part of the steel cables in the midspan closure segment should be pre-tensioned to reduce the impacts on the side span cross-gap difference in cumulative displacement, without sacrificing the stress and structural safety in the construction process.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper sets up finite-element models for a CRF bridge and a CG bridge with the same superstructure. With the aid of these models, the author analyzed how design parameters, pre-tensioning sequence and closure sequence influence the difficulty in alignment monitoring of the CRF structure and the CG structure. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) Except prestress force, any of the other design parameters has the same impacts on the cumulative displacement of the CRF bridge and that of the CG bridge.

(2) Under the prestress force, the girder deformation of the CRF bridge includes both the bending deformation of the girder and that of the rigid frame girders induced by the shortening of axial girder length. Therefore, the change of pre-tensioning sequence had limited impacts on girder deformation of CRF bridges.

(3) The change of pre-tensioning sequence has great impacts on CG bridges. If conditions permit, the side spans should be closed first. If the midspans must be closed first, only part of the steel cables in the midspan closure segment should be pre-tensioned, and the other steel cables should be pre-tensioned after the whole bridge is closed, thereby reducing the difficulty in alignment monitoring.

(4) To facilitate alignment monitoring of bridges built with cantilevers, the pre-tensioning and closure sequences should be adjusted in the design phase to minimize the cumulative displacement of the girder and the cross-gap difference in cumulative displacement.
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